NomCom 2023

For IETF Leadership in 2024–
NomCom 2023–2024 People

Charter: Nominate IETF leadership for 2024–
Chair: Martin Thomson

Liaisons:
- IESG: John Scudder
- IAB: Suresh Krishnan
- IETF LLC Board: Mirjam Kühne
- IETF Trust: Stephan Wenger
- ISOC Board: Sagarika Wickramasekera

Advisors:
- Rich Salz (2022–2023 chair)

Voting Members:
- Hang Shi
- Matthew Quick
- Eric Rescorla
- Charles Eckel
- Andrew Stone
- Kyle Rose
- Chris Lemmons
- Wei Pan
- Jorge Rabadan
- Benson Muite
NomCom 2023-2024 Selections

IAB: Matthew Bocci, Alissa Cooper, Cullen Jennings, Mirja Kühlewind, Tommy Pauly, Qin Wu

IETF LLC: Shauna Turner

IETF Trust: Jon Peterson

IESG: Roman Danyliw (GEN), Murray Kucherawy (ART\textsuperscript{1}), Orie Steele (ART), Erik Kline (INT), Mahesh Jethanandani (OPS), Gunter Van de Velde (RTG), Deb Cooley (SEC\textsuperscript{1}), Paul Wouters (SEC)
NomCom 2023–2024 Lessons

RFC 8713 failed us when unanticipated circumstances arose
- No documented process for handling exceptions
- We made some processes up, which worked ... this time

NomCom processes rely on the chair and on oral tradition

Voting is not to be rejected, but embraced as a tool

Making decisions about people can be hard
Be Excellent To Each Other